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Hey, how was the Sprinter for you?

Are you feeling AMAZING?  How did the patterns of eating affect you and your results?

The Super Sprinter is a follow on 7 day set of protocols aimed at keeping your results coming but
possibly opening up your shopping list options a little more,.

It will empower you to make your own choices and include some of the things you really fancy.

This week is about learning how to stay in control and avoid 'diet fatigue'.  Keep your food varied
and remember food is food.  Some choices get you closer to your goal than others.

As you read this you may be a VIP member, you may be part way through PRIME or ELEVATE,
following the Sprinter week.  If you are part of a programme chats will land in your Facebook
group in addition to this guide.  

As with the Sprinter, the Super Sprinter it totally optional!  

Following this week is not essential, do what's best for you, be your own best mate.

 

What is the Super Sprinter?



To put it very simply, the Super Sprinter is aimed at helping you get results whilst introducing foods
that you'd also want to enjoy from time to time. It is very straightforward and your day 1 can be any
day you like, just follow the protocols described below for 7 days in succession. 

If you are participating is a programme and the Sprinter is part of it, supplementary chats and videos
will land in your Facebook group.

Having visibility of the week is really helpful for getting organised and planning, so here we go.

7 Day Plan

Day 1 to 3 'Diet Break'
Open up your shopping list and include some of the things that you might have excluded, like
pasta.  You can relax a bit!
Have 3 meals today and you can split protein, carbs and fats however you wish.
The important thing to do is notice HOW some foods make you feel!

Day 4 Intermittent Fast 

Day 5 x 3 Meals
Repeat day 1!

Leave a gap of between 16 -18 hours between your last meal from the previous day until your next
meal, drink water and fruit/herbal teas only.
When you break your fast, have a large glass of water, followed by a juice or smoothie.
Wait 10-15mins before returning to your healthy eating plan.
You can decide how many meals you want for the remainder of the day, 2, 3 whatever works for
you! Consume good fats, protein, if energy is low, good carbs like brown rice and sweet potatoes
and add plenty of veggies to your plate! 

Day 6 & 7 Intermittent Fast
Repeat day 4!



The more you notice the effect your nutrition choices have on you the more informed
choices you make and the more control you have over your eating.

Learning to notice the things that step you closer to your goal and the things that don't and
owning those choices will set you free.  It will be how you reach your goal.

The way that you eat and the choices you make will ebb and flow.  That's normal!

When you raise your awareness of how you feel, you'll gravitate more towards the choices
that make you feel better, not worse.

It's totally OK to pause, to take a breath, to have a treat whilst at the same time
understanding the implications of the choices you make and how long you make them for.

Be your own diet detective!  The more you know you and do you, the better.

Hope you have an incredible Super Sprinter and beyond.

Clare & Roxy x 
 

Diet Detective?
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